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?? 1. Big Brother: The leader of a totalitarian political Party controls all parts of life

In an imaginary future London, a political Party named INGSOC controls everything, led by the
moustached leader Big Brother. A mid-level Party worker named Winston Smith is unhappy. Homes
are shabby, food tastes terrible, and product shortages are common.

? 2. The Thought Police: They enforce order with mass surveillance and heavy punishment for
‘thoughtcrime’

Any unorthodox thinking (against the Party) is called thoughtcrime and heavily suppressed, censored
and punished. People are always monitored by Thought Police, citizen Spies, and telescreens that
are always watching. Despite the risks, Winston begins writing a secret diary of his thoughts.

? 3. The Ministry of Truth: Winston’s job is to rewrite history in support of the Party

Winston’s job at The Ministry of Truth is to correct old records, to make them match the Party’s
current propaganda. The newspapers, books, films and other media are all continuously rewritten.
There is no more history, but only convenient lies.

?? 4. Newspeak: The Party controls thinking by controlling language, what words people are
allowed to use

The official language of Oceania is Newspeak, which is slowly replacing English. The purpose of
Newspeak is to remove words from people’s vocabulary, so they cannot have some thoughts. Like
they won’t be able to understand the idea of “freedom” or what past literature said.

? 5. Doublethink: People were trained to accept contradictory facts, even that 2 + 2 = 5

Doublethink is accepting the Party’s official “facts” without question, even when it contains direct
contradictions. Like when Oceania changed their enemy, Party members immediately swallowed that
“We’ve ALWAYS been at war with Eastasia.”

?? 6. Love is Rebellion: Winston had a secret affair with Julia, breaking the Party’s rules

The Party controls all love relationships. They strictly forbid promiscuity and strongly discourage
sexual pleasure even within marriage. It helps strengthen loyalty to the Party. Julia gave Winston a
love note, and they met very secretly. They promised to never betray their feelings for each other,
even if caught.

?? 7. The Brotherhood: Winston joins a secret organization to take down Big Brother

O’Brien is a powerful Inner Party member. Through him, Winston and Julia join the Brotherhood,
which secretly aims to destroy the Party. They receive a black book written by their new leader
Goldstein, that explains the Party remains in power through censorship and endless war.  

? 8. The Ministry of Love: Winston is arrested, tortured and ‘rehabilitated’ until his thinking is
acceptable to the Party again
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Winston is captured, starved, beaten and tortured until his body is falling apart. He finds out O’Brien
was working for the Party. Finally, a rat mask torture device makes him give up individuality and love
Big Brother.
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